Our international gatherings take place once every 3 years. This is what delegates who were in Ghana 2016 said:

- The conference was life-changing and the networking phenomenal - Carol
- One aspect of the conference they (the young ones) greatly enjoyed was seeing the older generation dancing freely, joyfully and passionately for GOD in all that they did - Mika
- On a personal level so much happened that Holy Spirit used, and is using, that I feel like I’m not only being renewed but rewired - Paula
- I saw a people who were one, undivided by ethnicity, race or colour but marching together under one banner which is CHRIST,proclaiming the goodness of the LORD and worshipping HIS holiness. I saw it at first hand how through dance people could freely and openly express themselves coming before the LORD and laying every burden at HIS feet and picking up the garment of praise and worship dancing away their problems, fears, and sickness into the joy of the LORD which is our strength and indeed HIS strength being made whole in our weaknesses - Samuel
- Lives have been touched, souls have been won and I know for a fact that lasting bonds and friendships have been formed. These cherished moments will forever linger in our hearts and minds. Be blessed always - Nana

**For India 2019**

The Bursary Fund is there to help International and Indian delegates to attend.

No amount is too small - as an example, just GB £5 / Euro 6 will provide meals for a delegate for a day; GB £35 / Euro 42 will provide meals for a delegate for the week. Giving to the bursary fund is a great way to help others to be able to come!

Donations can be made through the Support Form on the Dance & Culture Study Tour website at ...


On receipt of this form we will get back to you with payment details.

Thank you and bless you for partnering with us